
legal protections afforded normal criminal suspects under the
Interview: Christopher PyleU.S. Constitution.

The elements of this new system, which can be applied to
citizens and non-citizens alike, are:

• indefinite military detention for those designated “en-
emy combatants” ; Threat of the ‘Total

• use of “material witness” warrants to detain people
without access to lawyers or family; and Information Project’• use of counterintelligence-style wiretaps and searches.

The Post noted that it is only now becoming clear how
Christopher H. Pyle is a formerthese different elements could interact; for example, the Ad-

ministration could order a clandestine search of a U.S. citi- Captain in U.S. Army Intelli-
gence, who in 1970 first exposedzen’s home under FISA Court approval, and then declare

the citizen to be an “enemy combatant” subject to indefinite the existence of the Army’s do-
mestic surveillance program di-detention at a U.S. military base.

Further, non-citizens are subject to two additional features rected at American citizens. He
served on the staffs of the Senateof this new system:

• possible trial by military tribunals or commissions; and Select Committee on Intelligence
Activities (the “Church Commit-• deportation after secret hearings.

Under the Administration’s new system, the President tee”) and Sen. Sam Ervin’s Sub-
committee on Constitutionalalone can make the determination of who is an “enemy com-

batant,” and once such a designation is applied, the Adminis- Rights in the 1970s. Pyle now
teaches Constitutional law and civil liberties at Mount Hol-tration argues that the courts have no role in reviewing the

detention—which is now called into question by the Dec. 4 yoke College in South Hadley, Massachusetts. He was inter-
viewed by EIR Law Editor Edward Spannaus on Nov. 26.ruling by Judge Mukasey.

America’s ‘Disappeared’ EIR: What is your impression of John Poindexter’s “Total
Information Project”?The scope of the Administration’s use of detentions for

non-citizens was described recently by Prof. David Cole of Pyle: The Poindexter Plan seems to be one more manifesta-
tion of “data mining” that is going on all over the government.the Georgetown Law School, who estimates that over 2,000

people have been detained in the United States since Sept. 11 We seem to be developing four or five intelligence centers—
at the FBI, the Pentagon, the Homeland Security Department,of last year, in what he terms the “New Palmer Raids.”

Speaking to a not-very-sympathetic audience at a Wash- the Army’s Intelligence and Security Command, and perhaps
the Army’s Northern Command—each employing its ownington conference on national security law sponsored by the

American Bar Association on Nov. 22, Cole said that no one group of analysts to collect personal information on citizens
and aliens, often with only the most tenuous ties to terrorism.knows the exact number, because the Justice Department

stopped publicly counting on Nov. 4, 2001, when the total These centers are going to end up competing with each
other, to see who can get the hottest stuff, who can amass thehad already reached 1,147.

Cole pointed out that none of the detainees in the United largest archive, and who can make the most useful lists. For
example, if the FBI comes up with yet another watch list, itStates has been charged with any complicity in the Sept. 11

attacks, and only four have been charged with any terrorist- will be shared with other agencies, which will almost instantly
supplement it with thousands of names from their own files,related crime at all. “Four out of 2,000 is a pretty bad batting

average,” Cole said. and then send it along to other agencies that might do inter-
views, or maintain potential round-up lists of aliens fromCole described the detainees—mostly immigrants—as

American’s “disappeared,” since most were held in secret, countries, like Iraq, who are considered enemies of the
United States.tried in secret in immigration courts, and many were deported

in secret—and no one knows how many are still being held.
What was done to these immigrants could not be done to EIR: Do you expect the new Department of Homeland Secu-

rity to collect intelligence as well as consume it?a U.S. citizen, Cole said, and he argued that, just because a
person is an immigrant who is not a U.S. citizen, he or she Pyle: Yes. In the old days, collection was mainly done on

the street. Today, much of it can be done in the office, with acannot be denied due process. The Bill of Rights applies to
all people in the United States, not just citizens, and those computer and Internet connection. So analytical units will

be their own collectors. And, because private industry hasrights are today considered as fundamental human rights ap-
plicable to all humanity. computerized so much personal information about travel, pur-
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not of persons to question, but alleged terrorists.

EIR: Do you anticipate any problems with the quality of
this intelligence?
Pyle: Yes, there is another aspect of this inter-agency pipe-
line that bothers me, and this comes from reading 15 volumes
of intelligence reports on, of all groups, the Church of Scient-
ology. You might call it the “confirmed rumor problem.” The
same thing may have happened to you in the LaRouche group.
A rumor would develop in France about the Church. It would
be put in a Surété report and sent to Interpol, or to Britain’s
MI6. These agencies would then rewrite the report, leaving
off its source, as they were instructed to do, and would send
it down their pipelines to MI5, or the FBI, the CIA, or German

The “Total Information Project” would be headed by Adm. John intelligence. These reports would circulate through the pipe-
Poindexter, here being arraigned in March 1988 for lying to line, settle in each agency’s archive, and come out to confirm
Congress, of which he was convicted.

each other. Thus a mere rumor would, through extensive
circulating, become common knowledge, “known” to ev-
eryone.

The result was very bad intelligence, which wasted anchases, and associations, counter-terrorism analysts will have
lots of creative choices as to what kind of information to enormous amount of time, and made life miserable for inno-

cent people who have the misfortune to be caught up in thisamass on people.
information maelstrom.

EIR: Do you see “data mining” as raising the specter of the
kinds of political surveillance that you exposed in the 1970s? EIR: What are the implications of the Poindexter Plan for

the military’s duty, under the Posse Comitatus Act, to keepPyle: Yes, but it will be a much more potent weapon in the
hands of someone who—like J. Edgar Hoover—wants to dis- out of civilian law enforcement?

Pyle: Serious. Someone needs to look very closely at thecredit or harass people he doesn’ t like. As an FBI official
at the ABA’s [American Bar Association’s] conference on Army’s new Northern Command (NORTHCOM). It is sup-

posed to back up police departments and the Federal Emer-national security law said recently, in the old days, it would
have taken the Bureau thousands of man-hours to collect what gency Management Agency (FEMA) by providing perimeter

security, disaster relief, and vaccinations in case of a terroristit can now download in 2.7 seconds with the help of an Internet
search engine like Google. attack. But it is planning to hire 150 intelligence analysts—

more than it is ever likely to need if it takes its orders,That is very serious on two levels. First, it gives the gov-
ernment an enormous, and essentially unchecked, capacity to information, and direction from civilian agencies. That intel-

ligence staff looks like an over-reaction just waiting toviolate liberty and privacy. Second, the sheer volume of this
information is likely to swamp analysts with more informa- happen.

For example, back in the 1960s, the Army was told to betion than they can possibly comprehend. What we are devel-
oping here, it seems to me, is the fiber-optic equivalent of ready to put down riots and protests if they exceeded the

capacities of the police and state-led Guard units. But no onethe Alaska pipeline, connecting Federal agencies, and then
feeding police departments, FBI field offices, the Border Pa- told the Continental Army Command that it did not need to

know the identity of a single rioter or protester in order to dotrol, and all the rest. When this gets going, tens of thousands
of government employees are going to have computerized its job, which was to clear streets and enforce curfews. Driven

by vivid imaginations and over-zealous anti-Communism,access to this material, with little to prevent them from looking
up their friends and neighbors, or personal enemies. We will Army Intelligence presumed that if there was a riot or a dem-

onstration, then some conspiracy must be behind it. The mili-have not developed audit trails to find out who is poking
around in these files without authority; and, even if we do, the tary police produced a remarkable training film that shows

sinister Communists in the windows of apartment buildings,hacking will get out of control.
Remember the FBI’s first watch list after Sept. 11, which radioing instructions to agitators in the street below. And then

a phalanx of military police, in crisp uniforms and fixed bayo-the Wall Street Journal examined? The FBI meant it simply
as a list of “persons of interest”—people it wanted to inter- nets, marches forward and drives the Commies from the

streets, while counter-intelligence agents race up stairwellsview. But it sent the list to the security departments of gam-
bling casinos, airlines, travel agencies, and credit card compa- to capture the evil organizers. It was utter fantasy! Nothing

remotely like it had ever happened, but Army intelligencenies. They shared it with others, and soon it became 50 lists,
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wasn’ t taking any chances. stop the spying. His letter went to William H. Rehnquist, then
an assistant attorney general. Rehnquist conveyed the requestThat kind of over-reaction could happen again, as gung-

ho military commanders with no sense of history or protest to Attorney General John Mitchell, and he turned it down. As
a result, the Army was severely embarrassed when my firstpolitics, imagine conspiracies behind every crowd of anti-war

protesters in the near future. article disclosed the surveillance in January 1970.
But once the military begins to think that it has to identify

anyone who might engage in a protest or riot, it will again ‘A Requiem for the Fourth Amendment’
EIR: At the ABA conference [on Nov. 20], one panelist,cross the line into law enforcement. It will violate the Posse

Comitatus Act. a former General Counsel for the National Security Agency,
accused William Safire of the New York Times of exaggerat-Reconsideration of that law has been proposed by Senator

John Warner (R-Va.), and by General Bernard Eberhardt of ing the threat posed by the Poindexter Plan. Did Safire exag-
gerate?NORTHCOM. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld and his lawyers

are opposed, if only because they don’ t want the military to Pyle: I think Safire described what would happen if Poindex-
ter’s plan comes to fruition. Of course, it hasn’ t gone intobe expected to provide free services to civilian law enforce-

ment on a routine basis. The Posse Comitatus Act protects the effect yet. Cooler heads may prevail. Or, members of Con-
gress may torpedo the program the way Rep. Dick Armeymilitary from being presumed upon, far more than it protects

civilians from the militarization of law enforcement. Politi- sank Ashcroft’s TIPs program (of citizen informants).
What impressed me most about that ABA panel was: Herecians are always looking for a quick fix, so they are willing to

break down the wall that separates military and civilian we have a bunch of government people who are eager to catch
terrorists any way they can. They have been developing a newpower.
technology of data mining to do it, but are beginning to realize
the danger that data mining poses to liberty and privacy. BackEIR: To listen to Senators berate the FBI for trying to main-

tain its law enforcement focus, you would think that the do- in the 1970s, nobody in the FBI worried about rights of pri-
vacy, or civil liberty. But these people were worried. It wasmestic intelligence abuses of the 1960s never happened, and

were never exposed by Senator [Frank] Church’s committee like they had been to the future and found it frightening, so
they were talking about the need for safeguards.in the 1970s.

Pyle: Yes. It’s amazing, but the half-life of scandals these Of course, the safeguards they have in mind are adminis-
trative, not judicial. The oversight they want would also bedays is very short. What seems so vivid to those of us who

worked for the Church Committee, or for Senator Ervin’s more administrative than Congressional. But they seemed to
recognize the need to do something before we all lose out toSubcommittee on Constitutional Rights, is ancient history

to most Americans today. Take the Army, for example. My this new version of Big Brother.
Curiously, I found myself almost agreeing with them.disclosures, and Senator Ervin’s hearings in the early 1970s,

were the source of excruciating embarrassment. The Penta- Administrative safeguards may be the most effective. The
Fourth Amendment, as a mandate for judicial supervision ofgon had to abolish the entire U.S. Army Intelligence Com-

mand and to destroy all of its files on domestic politics. Today, government investigators, is dead. It has been eroded from
all sides by Congress, the executive, and our increasinglyhowever, most officers don’ t even know that happened.

Some of the Pentagon’s lawyers remember, but they are conservative judiciary. Moreover, the information revolution
has rendered most privacy protections obsolete. One of theseconfined to the top of the system—which is no hierarchy. The

problem with the Army’s spying in the 1960s is that it did not days we should have a Requiem Mass for the Fourth
Amendment.start at the top. It started within the intelligence bureaucracy

and operated quietly there for years. The Secretary of the
Army did not know the scale of that surveillance, or the extent EIR: Isn’ t it true that most administrative measures to limit

investigative zeal were adopted to head off restrictive legis-to which his people were collecting, instead of receiving,
information about lawful civilian politics. When Secretary lation?

Pyle: Yes. The Attorney General’s Guidelines on DomesticStanley Resor learned the truth early in 1969, he saw the
potential for embarrassment and tried to shut the operation Surveillance, adopted in 1976, were meant to obviate the need

for an FBI Charter that Senator Church’s committee was pro-down. He asked the incoming Nixon Justice Department to
posing. But Congress has itself defeated efforts to restrict
government investigators. The Crime Control Act of 1968
watered down the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement.
The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA)To reach us on the Web:
watered it down even further. And now the FISA Court of
Review has demolished the wall of separation that the FISAwww.larouchepub.com
court and the FBI had erected between intelligence work and
criminal investigations.
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When the FISA statute was negotiated, the focus was on
Military Transformationfacilitating FBI efforts to counter the work of foreign intelli-

gence agents, most of them working out of embassies. The
FBI rarely prosecuted foreign intelligence agents; it tried to
turn them into double agents or simply expelled them. So it
made sense to preserve some remnant of the Fourth Amend-
ment standards for criminal investigations, by not letting The Future of Warfare, or
criminal investigators direct intelligence operations.

But now our chief problem is terrorists. We need intelli- Recipe for Disaster?
gence to prevent their crimes from happening, and we want
evidence to put them behind bars. And so the impetus is to by Carl Osgood
break down the last remnants of the old Fourth Amendment
wall and allow criminal investigations to be as invasive of

The current direction of U.S. military strategy was signaledprivacy as intelligence operations.
The FISA court’s wall of separation was like the exclu- by a September 1999 campaign speech that George Bush

delivered at The Citadel military school in South Carolina.sionary evidence rule. It gave the gummy Fourth Amendment
a little bite. But the regime in power today, like its conserva- The Presidential candidate said, “Power is increasingly de-

fined, not by mass or size, but by mobility and swiftness.tive judges, has never liked the exclusionary rule. It has never
liked the idea that there should be legal limits on how the Influence is measured in information, safety is gained in

stealth, and force is projected on the long arc of precision-government obtains the evidence it uses to prosecute “bad
guys.” guided weapons.” Armed with what they believe to be the

reasons for U.S. military success in Afghanistan, the civilian
leadership of Bush’s Department of Defense has pressed onNew Name for ‘Subversive’ Is ‘Terrorist’

EIR: But the FISA Review Court ruled that the distinction with military reform exactly as Bush had indicated in that
speech. Reports had it, at the time, that that speech was com-between intelligence and law enforcement was never in-

tended by Congress—that it was an arbitrary, bureaucratic posed by protégés of Andrew Marshall, the director of the
Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment. Marshall, who has beenmeasure.

Pyle: I testified against the FISA statute precisely because ensconced there since about 1975, is well known as a propo-
nent of the revolution in military affairs.it undermined the distinction between intelligence and law

enforcement enshrined in the Fourth Amendment. The result- The progress of the current effort was assessed at the
recent annual conference of the Center for Naval Analyses,ing law was a compromise between civil libertarians and

counter-spies. It allowed the Attorney General to do an end a government-funded think-tank that works primarily for the
U.S. Navy. With one exception, the underlying assumptionrun on the Fourth Amendment’s warrant clause, but only

when the target of the investigation is a foreign power, or one of most speakers was that the trends since the 1989 invasion
of Panama, provide the pattern for future operations. Thisof its agents.

With all due respect, the three judges on the FISA Review was explicitly stated by Rear Adm. David McDevitt (ret.),
CNA’s director of strategic studies. He described the majorCourt have no institutional memory at all. Indeed, they have

no institutional existence. They came together once, to decide military operations of the last 13 years as operational suc-
cesses which “may be a plausible template for trying toone case. By contrast, the seven-member FISA court has a

long institutional memory. So, too, do some FBI and Justice forecast future operations.” It was left to former NATO
commander Gen. Wesley Clark (ret.) to point out that someDepartment people, who appreciate the need to keep intelli-

gence from watering down the privacy protections of the of these so-called successes were, perhaps, not so successful:
Haiti, today, after a U.S. intervention that lasted severalFourth Amendment, if only to save the FBI from repeating

the abuses of the Hoover era, when domestic intelligence years, has no economy; Bosnia is still split between Muslims
and radical nationalist Serbs; and violence is still common-operations gobbled up much time and energy.

But now we are in a new era. Congress, and to a lesser place in Kosovo.
The keynote was given by Vice Adm. Arthur Cebrowskiextent the public, wants to start up the old Hoover vacuum

cleaner. In Hoover’s day the target was “subversives”—peo- (ret.), the director of the Pentagon’s Office of Force Transfor-
mation, and a key spokesman for information age warfare.ple so evil, we were told, that they did not deserve the protec-

tions that the Constitution grants us all. Now the target is He waxed eloquent on “network-centric warfare,” where all
of the components—air, land, and sea—are linked to each“ terrorists”—people so evil that the President and Attorney

General say they don’ t deserve Constitutional protections. other and to ground-, air- and space-based sensors, so that
everybody has the same picture of “ the battlespace.” ThisAnd so history seems primed to repeat itself. Only later

will we discover that the term “ terrorist” is as imprecise and applies to a world where the threat context has broadened,
where enemies can be “non-state, non-nodal,” and which can-political-freighted, as “subversive” was during the Cold War.
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